
 

 



 



 

Map 1: Location of Cannock Chase, ANOB boundary and inset map of ownerships. 

Map 2: Map showing recommendations from 2009 work identifying areas where access could 

be promoted outside the SAC. 

Map 3: Parking locations suggested for closure from the 2009 visitor impact mitigation 

strategy. 

Map 4: Activities undertaken by interviewees in the 2010/11 survey. 

Map 5: Alternative locations listed by interviewees in the 2010/11 survey. 

Map 6: Distribution of public rights of way. 

Map 7: Distribution of all AONB promoted routes and the two FC advertised routes 

highlighted. 

Map 8: Distribution of PROW promoted routes and additionally all tracks visualised from 

OpenStreetMap. 

Map 9: Paths in the SAC audit; including Statutory/Public Rights of Way and permissive paths. 

Paths not in use and discrete point locations of access issues are also shown. 

Map 10: Paths in the SAC audit; categorised by access condition on the Statutory/PROW paths. 

Map 11: Paths in the SAC audit; categorised by access condition across all types of paths 

audited to date. 

Map 12: Paths in the SAC audit; categorised by maintenance condition on the Statutory/PROW 

paths. 

Map 13: Paths in the SAC audit; categorised by maintenance condition across all types of 

paths audited to date. 

Map 14: Paths in the SAC audit; categorised by evidence of eutrophication beside paths. 

Shown alongside car parks and visitor centre hubs. 

Map 15: Distribution of AONB brown tourist signage 

Map 16: Distribution of signage in the audit collected to date, covering SROW on the SAC. 

Map 17: All parking locations within Cannock Chase and key land ownerships. 

Map 18: Parking locations categorised by the type of parking. 

Map 19: Parking locations categorised by the number of spaces. 

Map 20: Parking locations categorised by owner and sized by the number of spaces. 

Map 21: Parking locations categorised by those with low scores for parking quality. 

Map 22: Parking locations categorised by anti-social behaviour scores. 



 

Map 23: Parking locations categorised by the facilities scores. 

Map 24: Parking locations categorised by the average number of vehicles from transects 

Map 25: Suggestions for parking locations from stakeholder interviews. 

Map 26: Extent of the Cannock Chase AONB and of SAC and SSSI designated land in the area 

Map 27: Distribution of heritage features, registered parks and gardens, archaeological 

features and scheduled monuments. 

Map 28: Density of heritage features shown using a 50 m hexagonal grid, with cells with 

scheduled monuments automatically given the highest value.   

Map 29: Digital Elevation Model expressed using the 50m hexagonal grid. 

Map 30: the degree of undulation in each 50m hexagonal grid cell. 

Map 31: Habitats scored for the average year round sensitivity to damage by recreation. 

Map 32: Habitats scored for the average year round sensitivity to fire. 

Map 33: Habitats scored for the average year round sensitivity to contamination. 

Map 34: Sensitivity grid using the maximum score in a cell for habitats average year round 

sensitivity to damage by recreation. 

Map 35: Sensitivity grid using the maximum score in a cell for habitats average year round 

sensitivity to fire. 

Map 36: Sensitivity grid using the maximum score in a cell for habitats average year round 

sensitivity to damage by recreation, fire (both in each of the four seasons) and contamination. 

Map 37: Distribution of confirmed or possible/probably breeding locations for Red list bird 

species within the AONB in 2017. 

Map 38: Distribution of confirmed or possible/probably breeding locations for key sensitive 

bird species within the AONB in 2017. Confidential raptor records used, but not shown. 

Map 39: Distribution of confirmed or possible/probably breeding locations for key sensitive 

bird species within the AONB in 2017 expressed using 50m hexagonal grid cells. 

Map 40: Sensitivity map created from average (median values) rank of each cell across the 

four aspects of sensitivity considered. 

Map 41: Sensitivity map created from average (mean values) rank of each cell across the four 

aspects of sensitivity considered.  

Map 42: Sensitivity map created from mean rank of each cell across the four aspects of 

sensitivity considered, overlaid with SAC and SSSI boundaries.  

Map 43: Sensitivity map created from mean rank of each cell across the four aspects of 

sensitivity considered, overlaid with parking locations and points of interest. 



 

Map 44: Sensitivity map using 750 m cells to resample the 50 m grid cells mean rank values, 

overlaid with parking locations, sized by the typical levels of use. 

Map 45: Sensitivity map using 750 m cells to resample the 50 m grid cells mean rank values, 

overlaid with the SAC boundary. 

Map 46: Sensitivity map using 750 m cells to resample the 50 m grid cells mean rank values, 

overlaid with the SAC boundary and parking locations. 

 

 



 

 



 



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 



 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 


